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DISTRICT:-HOJAI,

IN THE COURT OF S. D. J. M., HOJAI :: AT SANKARDEV NAGAR, NOGAON.

PRESENT- MR. AJOY KR. BASUMATARY; AJS.

                     S.D.J.M.,(M) HOJAI.

GR. Case No.380/2011,    U/S-323 of IPC  

                                 State of Assam.  ---------------Complainant.

       -V-

Subhasish Dey. ------------Accused person.

LD. COUNSEL FOR THE PROSECUTION:-            Abdul Hasib, Ld. Addl. P.P.

LD. COUNSEL FOR THE ACCUSED PERSON:-    B. B. Sarkar & A. Chakrabarty, HJI. B. A.

Date of Evidences:-07-02-2013 & 08-04-2014.

Date of recording Statement U/S-313 of Cr. P.C.:-04-11-2015.

Date of Argument:-03-05-2016.

Date of Judgment:-17-05-2016.

Date of Judgment delivered:-17-05-2016.

           J–U–D–G–M–E–N–T

1)   The Prosecution story in brief is like that the informant/Raju Paul lodged 

an ejahar in the Police station-Hojai on 14-04-2011 against the accused, stating 

inter-alia  that  on  14-04-2011  at  about  5.30pm  at  Hojai  Tumung  Road  the 

accused called his son, Rana Paul over telephone in the house of the accused 

and thereafter assaulted his son with an iron rod and sharp weapon, like knife 

and caused grievous injuries to his son. Then the informant's son was drop into 

a drain, situated in front of the house of the accused.
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2) The First Information Report (FIR in short) was registered and the police 

started  its  usual  investigation  and  thereafter  submitted  a  Final  report  in  the 

matter, since the alleged offence of Section-323 of  IPC is Non- cognizable to 

police. The then Ld. S.D.J.M. had taken cognizance in the case by accepting the 

F. R. for trial and issued Summons to the accused accordingly.

The  accused  was  allowed  to  remain  on  bail  bond  surety,  when  he 

appeared before the court.

3) The necessary copies were also furnished to the accused U/S-207 of Cr. P. 

C.. On finding a prima-facie case on the offence of Section-323 of IPC against 

the accused, the then Ld. S.D.J.M.(M) explained and read over the substance of 

the alleged offence to the accused, to which he pleaded not guilty and claimed 

to be tried.  Then in the case,  the prosecution examined as  many as  4(four) 

witnesses including the victim.

4)       POINT FOR DETERMINATION:-

Whether the accused had voluntarily cased hurt to  the informant's son, 

Rana Paul and thereby he is punishable U/S-323 of IPC?

5)        DISCUSSION, REASONS AND DECISION THEREON:-

  I  have  heard  the  submissions  of  Ld.  Counsel  of  both  the  sides  and 

carefully gone through entire evidence available on the records. In the present 

case, the prosecution examined the following witnesses, Viz-

PW1---------Raju Paul/informant,

PW2---------Rana Paul,

PW3---------Dr. Sanjib Baruah and

PW4----------Narendra Paul.
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After closure of the PW, the accused was examined U/S-313 of Cr. P. C. 

where he had totally denied the allegations levied by the prosecution. Defence 

declined to  adduce  defence  evidences  in  the case.  Thus,  DW has  also  been 

closed.

6)  Ld. Defence Counsel has submitted that the informant did not know the 

name  of the accused, whereas he had specifically mentioned the name of the 

accused  in  Ext-1  ejahar.  The  place  of  occurrence  is  contradictory  and 

prosecution failed to clarify the spot of the incident. The evidence of M.O. is 

regard to injury of PW2 don't show that PW2 got the injury on a fight with the 

accused.  PW4 had  not  witnessed  the  incident.  The  I.O.  concerned  was  not 

examined in the case. The accused is innocent and not involved in the incident. 

The prosecution failed to show the mense-rea of the accused for the commission 

of the alleged charged offence. Hence she prayed to acquit the accused from the 

charges of the case.

After hearing the submissions advanced by Ld. Counsel of both the sides 

and  upon  perusal  of  the  ejahar  and  testimony  of  PW1,  it  is  seen  that  the 

informant (PW1) had not witnessed the incident. He was informed by a person 

about the incident. He deposed that about two years back from the date of his 

deposition; the accused hit his son with a iron rod and caused injury to his son. 

His son was returning home from tuition. His son got medical treatment for 2 

days in Hojai Hospital. He informed about the matter to the family members of 

the accused and thereafter had to file this case when he did not receive any 

response from the family members of the accused. Ext-1 is his ejahar and Ext-

1(1) is his signature.

       During the cross examination he stated that he did not remember the 

person,  who had informed him about  the incident.  There were many people 

gathered in the spot. He confirmed that there are residential houses nearby 30-

40 ft away from the spot of the incident.
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  PW2 deposed that about 2 years back in the evening time, the accused 

along with his two friends assaulted him with a rod at Bihutoli Fields, when he 

was returning home from tuition of Kalibari spot. One of his friends informed 

about the matter to his father and he was taken to Hojai Hospital by his friends. 

He got medical treatment for 1½ days and received 7 stitches on his head injury. 

During the cross examination, he stated before police that the incident 

took place at Bihutoli Fields while he was returning from his tuition.

PW3 is the medical officer, who examined PW2 on 14-04-2011 at about 

6.30pm. He stated that on medically examination of PW2 he found lacerated 

wound with bleeding on the occipital area. Ext-2 is his medical report with his 

signature/Ext-2(1).

During the cross examination, he deposed that PW2 was not examined on 

police requisition. The injuries on the patient/PW2 may be caused by falling on 

stone.

PW4 deposed that on the day of the incident he had seen an altercation in 

between the accused and PW2 and he asked them to stop their altercation. Then 

he proceeded for Puja, organized at Bihutoli.

During the cross examination he stated that he had not seen  fighting or 

assault in between the accused and PW2. He had not seen the injury of PW2 and 

he had not stated anything more to the police.

The accused had totally denied the allegations levied by the prosecution 

witnesses and stated U/S-313 of Cr. P. C. that he did not know the victim/Rana 

Paul. He claimed that he is innocent and he did not know why the informant had 

falsely implicated him in the case.

Considering the entire evidences available with the record, it is seen that 

none had seen the occurrence of the incident. The informant/PW1 had stated in 

Ext-1/ejahar that on 14-04-2011 at about 5.30pm at Hojai Tumung Road the 
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accused called his son, PW2 over telephone in the house of the accused and 

assaulted  his  son  with  an  iron  rod  and  sharp  weapon,  like  knife,  causing 

grievous injuries to his son. Then the informant's son was drop into a drain, in 

front of the house of the accused. Thus, as per the Ext-1 the place of occurrence 

of the incident is the house of the accused, whereas as per the evidences of PW2 

the spot of incident was the Bihutoli Fields, where the Puja was organizing. The 

prosecution could have adduced eye witnesses and some other strong witnesses. 

The place of occurrence of the incident itself is contradictory in the case. The 

victim was  not  medically  examined  on police  requisition,  whereas  the  P.S.- 

Hojai  is situated just about 1km away from the spot of incident, which reveals 

from the cross examination of the M.O. concerned. In the medical report there is 

no mention that the victim got stitches as asserted by PW1 and PW2. Hence it 

can't be presumed that the victim was assaulted by the accused and received 

injury as asserted by PW2.

The prosecution failed to present the I.O. concerned who conducted the 

investigation inspite of issuing processes on several times and even failed to 

locate his present address.         

     It is an old pending case as per the Revised Action Plan of Hon'ble the 

Gauhati  High  Court  and  the  same  is  related  to  Summons  procedure.  The 

accused had already definitely suffered lots due to his day-today appearance, 

and prolong proceeding/hearing in the case. Accused was just 18 years old at the 

time of occurrence of the alleged incident which reveals from the record.  

Considering the evidences available  with the record and nature of  the 

case, I am of the view that the prosecution has failed to prove its case beyond all 

reasonable doubts.  Accordingly,  I  have come to a  conclusion that  the above 

point has been decided in negative, in favour of the accused.
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7)               O-R-D-E-R

    With  the  above  reasons  and  findings,  I  am of  the  view that  the 

Prosecution  has  failed  to  prove  the  case  against  the  accused  beyond  all 

reasonable  doubts.  In  the  result,  the  accused  is  acquitted  from the  charged 

offences. The I.O. is to be directed to hand over the original documents to the 

person concern and also depose of seized articles, if any in due course of time as 

per law.                    Inform the I.O. accordingly.

      B/A is asked to take necessary steps.

     The bail bond surety of the accused shall be in force till next 6(six) 

months from today as per Section-437(A) of Cr. P. C..   

8)       The Judgment is given under my hand, with sign and seal of the court 

and delivered in the open court in presence of both the sides today, on the 17th 

day of May-2016 at Sankardev Nagar, at Hojai.

9)       This case is disposed of accordingly.

 

     (A. Kr. Basumatary, AJS

  S.D.J.M.(M) HOJAI.
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APPENDIX-

10) PW1---------Raju Paul/informant,

PW2---------Rana Paul,

PW3---------Dr. Sanjib Baruah and

PW4----------Narendra Paul.

Ext-1---------Ejahar of the case and

Ext-2----------Medical report of the victim.

           (A. Kr. Basumatary, AJS)

S.D.J.M. HOJAI.

*********************************


